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A decade ago, the idea that the planet was warming up as a result of human activity was largely
theoretical. We knew that since the Industrial Revolution began in the 18th century, factories
and power plants and automobiles and farms have been loading the atmosphere with
heat-trapping gases, including carbon dioxide*1 and methane. But evidence that the climate was
actually getting hotter was still unclear.
Not anymore. As an official report issued a few weeks ago by the United Nations’
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change*2 (IPCC) makes clear, the trend toward a warmer
world has unquestionably begun. Worldwide temperatures have climbed more than 0.5°C over
the past century, and the 1990s was the hottest decade on record. After analyzing data going
back at least two decades on everything from air and ocean temperatures to the spread and loss
of wildlife, the IPCC asserts that

this slow but steady warming has had an impact on no fewer

than 420 physical processes and animal and plant species on all continents.

Glaciers, including the legendary snows of Kilimanjaro, are disappearing from mountaintops
around the globe. Coral reefs are dying off as the seas get too warm for them to survive.
Drought is the norm in dry parts of Asia and Africa. El Niño events, which trigger extreme
weather in the eastern Pacific, are more frequent. The permanent ice at the North Pole is starting
to melt. Lakes and rivers in colder climates are freezing later and melting earlier each year.
Plants and animals are shifting their ranges toward the poles and to higher places, and migration
patterns for animals from polar bears to butterflies are being disturbed.

Faced with

these hard facts, scientists no longer question that global warming is happening,

and almost nobody questions the fact that humans are at least partly responsible. Nor are the
changes over. Already, humans have increased the concentration of carbon dioxide, the most
abundant heat-trapping gas in the atmosphere, to 30% above pre-industrial levels—and each
year the rate of increase gets faster. The obvious conclusion: temperatures will keep going up.

*1 carbon dioxide
*2 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(Adapted from TIME, 9 Apr. 2001, pp. 28-33)
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“Stop talking and stand still!” shouted Maria.
,

She is getting along very well with her new neighbors.
1

,

He longed to dance with his wife once again.

These shoes will really last.

We spent all day moving furniture, and Anna never lifted a finger.
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I will give up (

) next month.

for smoking

I am happy to (

smoke

smoking

to smoke

catch

gain

excuse

pardon

) your kind invitation.

accept

acquire

You need your mother’s (
admission

) to go on the trip.
consent

My sister bought a nice shirt for our father. I want to buy (
him

We (

I(

it

) for myself.

one

them

) a reservation beforehand.
could make

had made

ought to make

should have made

) that she’ll keep her word.
doubt

I saw how (
pleasant

suppose

suspect

trust

pleased

pleasing

pleasure

) he was.
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Have the job (

) by noon.

finish

I hit (

finished

finishing

to finish

on

over

with

) a good idea.
at

10
He arrived in America with (
no less

) than ten dollars in his pocket.

no more

not less

6

not only
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